Severe Weather Season is here…..

Are you ready?

“We’ve used Sentry Sirens for over 14 years now and continue to be impressed not only with their quality products but with their excellent customer service as well. We would highly recommend Sentry to anyone in the market for a siren system.”

Police Chief Robert McCart, Ret.
Vandalia, IL

- Advice and Planning
- System Design
- Factory Certified Installers
- Automatic Siren Activation via the National Weather Service
- Weather Monitoring Software
- Siren Monitoring Software
- 12 Siren Models to Choose From
- PC Interface for FEMA’s IPAWS network
- System Financing Available

The approach of a major storm is no time to worry about the reliability of your early warning sirens. We feel that quality products should be a solution to your problem, not a cause. For over 100 years, Sentry Siren has been providing just that, solutions to your problems. Your friends and neighbors depend on your notifications, so give them the most reliable, the best performing, the most trusted sirens available.

Give them a Sentry.

Contact us for a list of customers in your area.

1-866-427-4736
Big Power, Even with no Power!  With hundreds of units in service worldwide, the rock solid 16V1T-B has seen it all. At a price point anyone can appreciate, this siren is 100% FEMA and USDA grant compliant. With twin 8 HP, continuous duty motors pushing its aluminum rotors, this siren produces whopping 129 dB(c) @ 100 ft. continuously. Plus, the sound output is produced in a 460 Hz tone, the lowest pitch in the industry. Therefore, its sound will fade at a lower rate and stand up to wind fade and tree cover better than its high pitch competitors. At home in a variety of environments, the 16V1T-B is one of the most powerful battery backed sirens available today. This siren can run on its batteries for up to 30 minutes! This is double the time of other battery backed sirens on the market today. With the industry’s longest warranty and best customer service, the 16V1T-B is one powerful force!

What does FEMA say? OMNI-DIRECTIONAL DEVICES “...present a distinct advantage... over rotational devices,” according to FEMA’s warning system guide. It says “a rotational device will have an overall lower dB level when assessed across a given time period than an Omni-directional device operating at the same frequency.” Further, the guide states: “Omni-directional sirens provide a greater area of coverage than do rotating or directional devices. They provide a more constant signal that improves public alerting...” (4.4.5 FEMA OWS Technical Bulletin 2.0)

Proven, Durable, Efficient, and Just Plain Loud....
Dependability, we all want it, in our cars, dishwashers, lawnmowers, even in ourselves. The 10V, introduced in 1981, was designed to be just that. With over 7,000 units in service world-wide, this rock solid siren is our cornerstone. Completely maintenance free, the 10V is very much an “install, use, and relax” type of product. Rated for 20,000 hours of use, this siren is designed to be the last one you'll ever need. Of course, this siren is 100% FEMA and USDA grant compliant, and with a 10 HP, continuous duty motor pushing its aluminum rotor, this siren produces 115 dB(c) @ 100 ft. continuously. The 10V utilizes staged horn projectors, 4 long and 4 short. This design helps to spread sound over the coverage area more evenly, balancing the need for short distance penetration with long distance throw.

Be sure to ask about our full line of software products, include Storm Sentry, Sentry S.T.A.R. and Sentry E.P.I.C. - the industry’s first PC-based FEMA IPAWS interface!

Tel: 1-866-4-A-SIREN (427-4736)  Fax: 719-269-3397
www.SentrySiren.com  mail@SentrySiren.com